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Introduction and Motivation

Figure 1: Three example schemes of signalling
in the JAK–STAT pathways. Fig. from [1].

The JAK–STAT signalling pathways facts:
• are highly conserved in eukaryotic organisms,
• have co–evolved with multitude cellular sig-

nalling events.
• provide direct route to the nucleus, where in ef-

fect gene transcription is altered — allows for
fast cell response to the external stimuli,

JAK–STAT pathways are the smallest in eukary-
otic cells (one–step activation of transcription fac-
tors; see fig. 1), although complex enough to cause
intuition to fail in understanding what will be the
outcome of the interference (c.f. fig. 2).

JAK–STAT signalling responsibilities (see [1]):
• antiviral, innate and adaptive immunity con-

trol,
• anti–tumor immune responses,
• cell growth and apoptosis processes regulation.
JAK–STAT pathways are persistently activated

in a large number of human cancers, making their components an attractive drug targets.

(a) Model scheme from [2]. (b) Model scheme from [3].

Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the studied JAK–STAT signal transduction
pathway computational models.

Why receptor activation?
•Detailed model of the cy-

tokine receptor activation
mechanism, have been pro-
posed recently (see [4]).
•Already studied computa-

tional models focused on
STATs proteins life–cycle,
and they differ in receptor
activation steps (see fig. 2).

This work: investigating the influence of cytokine receptor activation main steps on
dynamic behaviour of the whole pathway.

Materials and Methods

Starting point — models: SBML version of the model proposed in [2] (fig. 2(a)) from
BioModels database [5]. Modifications of this model (fig. 4) are used for comparison of
the dynamical behaviour.
Dynamics semantics: ordinary differential equations (due to efficiency issues).
ODE simulations tools: the CVODE software package [6] is used, embedded in the
SOSlib package [7].
Optimization tools: simulated annealing as implemented in optim package of the sta-
tistical computing language R [8], minimizing the orthogonal distance between simu-
lations results of the original and the fitted model.
Models comparison: input signal (IFN concentration) relation with concepts such as
pathway output signal strength, duration and appearance time (c.f. [9]; see fig. 6). Out-
put signal is defined as a concentration of post–translational product of the pathway,
i.e. SOCS1 protein.

Figure 3: General idea of the methodology scheme for models comparison and structure inference.

Above–mentioned computational procedures give the possibility to compare models
and infer about the pathway structure, e.g. to justify simplifications (variable and param-
eters reduction) in parts not being subject of interest, and perform further experiments.

Results and Conclusions

(a) Original Yamada model (see fig 2(a)) and no JAK binding variant.

(b) Interferon binding to receptor dimer case and it’s variant
without receptor dimerization step (see fig 2(b)).

Figure 4: Receptor activation mechanism variants in the JAK–STAT signalling pathway model.

Distinguished receptor activation
mechanism variants:
• “original” (fig. 4(a)) — model as

presented on fig. 2(a); reference
point and fitting objective,
• “no JAK” (fig. 4(a)) — JAK

protein is known to be con-
secutively bound to the recep-
tor; from the modellers point of
view: substituting one periph-
eral reversible reaction with the
equilibrium state of the product.
• “IFN to dimer” (fig. 4(b)) —

one signalling ligand (IFN) is
known to bind to two same re-
ceptor chains (receptor dimer;
this is not the case in the original
model),
• “no dimerization” (fig. 4(b)) —

removing the receptor chains dimerization can be justified by observation of receptor chains assembly
on the cell membrane without the presence of the IFN [3, 10], on the other hand dimerization is known to
be important (e.g. [3]; it’s necessary condition for non–linear response).

These variants capture known differences in receptor activation steps between computational as well as
biological models.
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Figure 5: Stochastic (mean over 50 runs) and de-
terministic simulations results for SOCS1.

Deterministic and stochastic semantics agreement: there are
no significant stochastic effects, as observed by the mean of the
stochastic simulations in comparison to the deterministic (ODEs)
simulations (although reactions rates constants and initial quanti-
ties were not scaled properly). Fig. 5 depicts simulation results for
the output signal (SOCS1 concentration) in the “original” (see be-
low) version of the model.

Output signal properties analysis conclusions (fig. 6):
• near–perfect fit for the original initial input signal concentration

([IFN](0)=10 nM; in fact half of the initial input was used in the
Interferon to dimer binding models),
• output signal time, duration and strength for a range of initial

values of the input signal shows noticeable differences for se-
lected JAK–STAT pathway computational models variants,

• “no JAK” simplification is more robust to the input noise than the “original” model, preserving almost
identical sensitivity (sigmoid curve slope) and output signal properties for input high–concentration; can
be considered as evolutionary preferable variant,
• significant difference in pathway activation switch–like behaviour between Interferon binding to dimer

(fig. 4(b)) and Interferon binding to single receptor chain models (fig. 4(a)),
• “no dimerization” model can be considered as justified simplification when related to the biologically true

case of the “IFN to dimer” model.
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(a) Signal appearance time: argument of the maxi-
mum value of the simulation trajectory.
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(b) Signal duration time: base width of the signal
appearance “hill”, calculated on stable state level.
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(c) Signal strength: maximum value of the simula-
tion trajectory.

Figure 6: Output signal (SOCS1 concentration) properties for varying values of the input signal (IFN concentration).

Overall conclusion: flexibility of the differential equations semantics allows for nearly perfect fit of param-
eters, for the fixed value of IFN, of distinguished models (in particular models presented in papers [2, 3]).
There are noticeable differences in dynamical behaviour when varying IFN concentration. Interestingly
dimerization step in the cytokine receptor mechanism is not making much difference in these categories, as
opposite to the point of Interferon binding.

Future work

Possibilities for the future work (mainly regard-
ing inference methodology — fig. 3):
• incorporating experimental data,
• least–squares dedicated optimization method

(e.g. Lavenberg–Marquadt),
• adopting and developing multi–parameter sen-

sitivity analysis procedure,
• general definitions for signal time, duration and

strength (currently very basic),
• developing automatic procedure for structure pe-

ripherals inference, ideally with use of the stochas-
tic semantics and Bayesian inference methods and
formal languages for objectives definitions.
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